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Abstract:
The article illustrates the connection between organizational factors that influence on employee’s motivation and productivity in a given organization satellite TV channel in Bangladesh. The exploration surveys important writing to distinguish the organizational factors that impact representative inspiration and their output also. Be that as it may, the connection between organizational components and employee’s efficiency is yet to be seen thoroughly. The examination investigates view of hierarchical components like reward system, training and jobs security and the representative efficiency. The example is of significant fluctuation as far as gender, educational level, salary and employment tenure. Information investigations were performed utilizing SPSS 23.0, and the outcomes demonstrate that employee inspiration have a significant positively influence on by and large employee profitability in a satellite TV station.
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1. Introduction

The reason for this article is to inspect organizational elements that forever sway on worker's inspiration and their profitability in like manner in a satellite TV station in Bangladesh. In Bangladesh, 45 Satellite TV station has gotten the permit from the administration. At the present time 30 satellite TV stations are passing on in the nation.

All businesses need their representatives to perform as well as could be expected thus make careful arrangements in guaranteeing that they give all the important assets and a decent workplace to keep their representatives motivated (Onyeonoro and Nwokorie, 2014).

There are numerous administrators in a TV station who really don't have the foggiest idea about the genuine situation why their representatives are not working sufficient. They generally have given work strain to their specialist as it were. The high official figures overpressure may affect on better efficiency. Nonetheless, most administrators don’t have an away from of what really motivate their representatives (Loedolff, Erasmus, Van, Mda, and Nel, 2013).

It is evident that, how to do the workplace, leadership style, job structure, performance framework and training, and improvement influence employees' motivation in a satellite TV channel in Bangladesh. Wijewantha (2020) it is prescribed that the company need to consider employee’s prosperity, as it prompts a variety of worker level results.

Lepak et al. (2006) seen that organizational condition impacts representatives’ perspectives and practices and henceforth their profitability as well. If employees feel that what they state, or think doesn’t make a difference definitely the board will misfortune their workers productivity. High official of organization must need to regard their workers’ voice. Express gratitude for their diligent employee with the goal that they can have a sense of security and improve as past.

The reason for this exploration is, therefore, to investigate and incorporate the relations between authoritative elements, for instance reward framework stablish to impact the both the individuals who are working better and even not well entertainer also. There has another significant subject of hierarchical elements that is training, without a doubt can say it is an imperative issue that will work for the representative’s expertise advancement and job stability additionally the reality to be increasingly profitable.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Motivation

Motivation, in any organization, is very vital to accomplishment of administrative aims. As such, it is a fundamental issue by applying effective styles of organizational factors (Zareen et al., 2015). It is defined that, for execution and occupation fulfillment employee motivation is the key factor (Wicker, 2011; Pinder, 2014).
To represent the organizational components, it is discovered that for a better yield of a representatives certainly organizational factors assume a significant job in a TV channel specially satellite station. The connection between a worker's inspiration and their working profitability is presently analyzed. Various specialists (Heneman et al., 1988; Igalens and Roussel, 1999; Pool, 1997) have reasoned that work inspiration and representative profitability ought to be dealt with independently, so factors of impact can be all the more promptly recognized and to allow for better understanding.

In a satellite TV channel, it is essential to persuade representative as it's a private station, so they need to rely upon the advertiser for income. So, rousing representatives can decidedly go to accomplish their work like program making, news inclusion and so on. Consequently, worker inspiration assumes a central job in any kinds of organization (Wasike and Ndivo, 2015).

2.2 Productivity
Generally, the idea of efficiency indicates the proportion of ratio to input. In a satellite TV channel, it is must need to estimate the worker profitability for organizational betterment. Productivity is a significant part of a company (Pritchard, 1992 in Pritchard et al., 2008; de Been et al., 2017). At the individual level, work profitability is the representatives' ability to create items or administrations needed to accomplish association goals. A high work profitability would improve association execution (Huselid, 1995; Prakash et al., 2017) with the end goal that associations will look for the most ideal approaches to upgrade their representatives' efficiency to create positive and sustainable effects.

2.3 Motivation and Employee Productivity
Shields, M. (1988) recommended that, employee inspiration in a work is evaluated. The primary speculations were those of individual needs, value and hope/esteem. This is trailed by an assessment of the relationship among motivation and techniques for employment and work plan. These incorporate the impact of environmental factors, for example, machine-driven development and financial slump, the nature of the advanced education framework and the client network. This is trailed by an investigation of library staff perspectives and the idea of library work. The division among proficient and non-proficient staff is viewed as especially significant in this unique circumstance.

Despite the theory and models utilized, this exploration checked on past examinations on the part of worker inspiration and their profitability. Past look into has indicated that representative cooperation is decidedly related worker profitability. Inspired representatives give additional consideration and time to their work, they make function as a part of their life; take hierarchical goals as their very own objectives and feel fulfilled while accomplishing them.

A Randstad study found that 58 percent of employees would leave their job on account of negative office governmental issues, as this influence numerous parts of work culture: the measure of work put in, what sort of attitude employees have and employee maintenance (www.business.com)
An employee’s workplace impacts their state of mind, drive and by and large execution in their organization. The thought is basic – give your representatives a steady workplace, and they’ll be productive.

Worker incitement and business satisfaction devise gotten unfathomable thought in vogue various fields and different past analysts have found a positive association among motivation and occupation satisfaction; the more specialists are prodded, the more imperative their movement satisfaction (Suttikun et al., 2018).

It is proposed that workers need judicious treatment and reasonable evaluation in regards to the HR rehearses, so the organization needs to bring reasonable strategy and impart it to their employees. Reward ought to be granted on merit premise and advancement ought to be on status and sincerity both, which help underway and maintenance. The region of workplace found that it is a key factor in employees’ inspiration, it is additionally discovered that worker leaves the activity because of workplace (Irshad and Afridi, 2011)

The office for advancement can be evaluated by the level of motivation and inspiration a company offers to their worker permitting them to advanced work then always tendency of extra work made (Martins and Terblanche, 2003). And another important role is to influence coworker as well to do the same as a motivated employee. Iva Cary (2020) It might sound clear that employees ought to have the appropriate degree of training so as to carry out their responsibility successfully and productively, yet this is perhaps the biggest issue where employers are not giving focus and taking action accordingly. They think it’s a waste of money or even they are not amiable for spending money to develop skill of their employee’s. If they think long run it is obvious that trained employee gives more productive but instead of that most of the employer has claimed that their employees are less productive in the workplace. Working environment is another most widely recognized reason for employee motivation and their productivity accordingly.

3. Methodology

This investigation utilized Likert scale 1-5 estimation of survey and dispersed 338 representatives of satellite TV stations in Bangladesh. In this exploration the survey was in electronic poll design that is a Google Form. This research implemented a quantitative method research where has a closed ended questionnaire. The examination depended on primary information.

A simple random testing approach is proposed for this examination in elegant of the fact that the game plan is to be defined for the satellite TV employees. The sample size uses dependable guidelines. This examination furthermore guided validity and reliability test to ensure the validity and reliability of the questionnaire’s with Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) coefficient in the Statistical package for Social Science (SPSS) programming (rendition 23).
3.1 Research Framework
The research framework was created on the basis of previous studies, and it is given underneath in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Proposed Research Model](image)

3.2 Organizational Factors
An organizational factor assumes an imperative job for spurring representatives in the organization and that drive to worker profitability appropriately, extraordinarily in a satellite TV channel. Maximum company have not kept up the fundamental principles of representative inspiration, for example, reward framework that is in reality right of an employee, good working condition and legitimate preparing and charming pioneers among others (Akinwale, 2019).

Ketkar and Sett (2010) found that organizational culture influences worker productivity. The motivation of employees in the working environment in spite of everything remains one of the fragile subjects that choose the level of data that delegates will put in the relationship to concentrate on incredible execution.

It is discovered that numerous organizational variables are affecting motivation by implication additionally however reward such a factor, that is hit legitimately on representative inspiration lastly it is affecting profitability too (Kalimullah et al, 2010).

As indicated by Harrison (2005), "Training and advancement in the zone of human asset the executives manage hierarchical activities planned for upgrading the presentation of individual specialists and gatherings in a work setting. It is likewise distinguished by various names, including human asset improvement, learning and advancement, and representative turn of events."

Simultaneously, the mentees will learn all the more rapidly the best approach to work viably in and adjust to, another workplace Ann, S. what's more, Blum, S. (2020).

Andra (2019) affirms that lack of financial issues, job instability and now and again serious occupation market may compel the channel workers to get an overburden. It is seen that a minimized outstanding task at hand is one of the critical reasons for worry among workers. It is an authoritative issue if a pioneer can’t comprehend this issue in that time their representatives may lose their inspiration and unquestionably it will affect on their efficiency. At long last, looser will be the management also. It is seen that for lessening the representatives stress they can workshop and diverse social enact.
Additionally, a healthy organization should think for rewarding their employees who are doing better. Everybody works in desire for certain rewards, and government assistance is one of them. So as to comprehend the effect of employee’s advantage programs have more prominent effect on work-inspiration than on productivity. It is evident that, in a satellite television channel, distinctive sexual orientation and education see various sorts of advantages, also, more youthful representatives affected more than others (Jon-Chao Hong et al., 1995). Quick difference in the current working life is related with expanding requests of learning new talents, need to adjust to new sorts of work, weight of higher efficiency and nature of work, time pressure and uncontrolled jobs and with developing mental remaining task at hand and worry among the employees. Such improvements require higher need to be given for mental nature of work and the work environment, and more thoughtfulness regarding psychosocial parts of work.

Health at work and sound workplaces are among the most significant resources of people, networks and nations. Word related wellbeing is a significant system not exclusively to assurance the safety of employees, yet in addition to contribute decidedly to efficiency, nature of substances, employee stimulus, job fulfillment then accordingly to the general personal satisfaction of people and society (WHO, 1994).

Now, working system in every organization is very much competitive. Same thing is happening in a satellite tv channel also. People need to be more skilled and smarter enough to fight for the organization in future. Without training it is tough to gain technical specialist also. If he or she becomes well skilled, definitely he or she will perform more for the organization (Gomez et al., 1995)

To accomplish the arrangement of targets of this examination, these three-theory given beneath were proposed and attempted;

**H1**: Reward is significantly affected employees’ motivation.

**H2**: Training and advancement framework influence employee’s’ inspiration and their profitability.

**H3**: Job stability framework can fundamentally influence employee’s’ inspiration and their efficiency.

### 3.3 Demographic details

An examination of Table 1 shows that 90.5% are male respondents. It likewise uncovers that respondents between 31-40 years old establish the biggest number (56.8%). While representatives at the instructive level are most of the respondents in that examination is (77.5%), the individuals who have worked over five years establish the lion’s share as for long stretches of understanding (79% generally).
3.3 Hypothesis Test

3.3.1 Hypotheses test for direct effect

Hypothesis test in this research is measured based on significant value. Here the hypothesis test is for direct effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H(x)</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Reward is significantly affected employees’ motivation.</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Training and advancement framework influence employee’s’ inspiration and their profitability</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Job stability framework can fundamentally influence employee’s’ inspiration and their efficiency</td>
<td>Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

This article has given a fundamental results where some investigations have connected the relationship between the organizational factors like reward system for a better performance, regular basis training arrangement for ability improvement for employees and job stability for giving more concentration of employee to work and finally these variables are straightforwardly effects on their productivity in a company (Bakotic and Babie, 2013; Chamal and Dilina, 2018; Chaudhury, 2015; Edem et al., 2017; Edoho et al.,
It is not only demonstrated here and talked about additionally in a literature review as well. In Bangladesh, employees of a private TV channel who are really will upbeat when they get the performance reward and they always think a secured job also, if it is ok, they feel happy. Largely, all the proposed hypotheses were emphatically identified with the employee motivation of satellite television channel in Bangladesh.

5. Conclusion

This study examines the implications of organizational different aspects on employee’s motivation and their job productivity in a satellite television channel. We find constructive associations concerning the working environment, leadership style, training, and others as an organizational factor as well as salary, compensation especially fair wages and many other components works as an organizational factor which are directly reflecting on motivation and productivity. One of the most interesting findings is that Organizational factors are more important for employee’s motivation and productivity accordingly rather than economic. In this article only few components are considered as an organizational factor but there have many components in organizational factors. As per Papalexandris and Bourantas (2003, p.315), although “employees’ assessment is an important factor, which is connected with the company drawn out progress, it is poorly applied by the organizations.” Thus, the ends got from the thoughts could help companies reexamine the variables that influence employee productivity. Specifically, an association’s top administration should concentrate on both the degree of support that their officials provide for employees and how this support is spread and interpreted inside the authoritative condition in which employees perform.
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